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Two women, both beautiful, both literally
and metaphorically high fliers, consumed
by relentless ambition, and yet remaining
oddly unfulfilled by their achievements.
Separated by time and geography they are
not destined to meet in the flesh, but a
chance phone call sets off a chain of events
which bridges the decades between them
and brings their lives together in dramatic
fashion. They are linked by one man, Jack
Buckman, a Saskatchewan farm boy with a
talent for writing and an adventurous spirit
that takes him to England in 1940 to fight a
war in bombers. Sixty sorties to his credit;
Jack has one last mission, before being
posted to fly a desk: the epic Dambusters
Raid. The stirring and graphic story of his
war and a turbulent love affair is told
through his personal journals, hidden away
on the other side of the Atlantic in the
safekeeping of a wartime WAAF friend,
until her death releases them, telling the
story from her personal memories in a
letter to Jacks descendants. Karla is the
recipient of the Journals, the letter and a
collection of photographs, which unlock
the secret of her family history in a way
she could never have imagined. A
35-year-old long haul airline captain, Karla
adds her perspective to the story through
visions received while in a drug-induced
coma, following a flying accident. During
her visions, she finds herself fulfilling her
most
cherished
ambitions,
whilst
horrifically being at the centre of a multiple
rape and murder. After recuperating from
her accident, Karla continues to strive
relentlessly to reach the pinnacle of success
and happiness, but also descends into the
depths of loss and despair during an almost
seamless succession of bizarre experiences.
She believes them to be a blending of the
recently read vivid accounts from Jacks
journals, photos and other research material
constructed
by
her
traumatized
subconscious mind, but too many echoes
from another womans distant past bring her
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to the possibility of other conclusions.
Pregnancy and a once in a lifetime
professional offer conspire to complicate
and disrupt her normally ordered life,
threatening to destroy her long-term
relationship with Aaron. Ultimately, a
seahorse links Karla to the other woman, a
force rescuing her from a possible life of
regret; it presents her with unthinkable
answers to her questions.
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